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APRIL NEWSLETTER

The Easter Edition

Dear All,

We are glad to announce you that from this month and for the next three
months Simply Fresh will offer you free delivery service for any purchase over HKD
800.

In addition, we have so many surprises for you! 

Our new section:  Sweet and Gourmet  which will be filled day by day with lots of
products, our Beverage selection which is full of new items and many others.

We wish you to celebrate this Easter with a heart filled with love and peace. Have a
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blessed and wonderful holidays!

Simply Fresh

Visit our WEBSITE!

DISCOVER OUR SPECIAL KIT

A few things say Italy as loud as a great Aperitivo do, the traditional drink that takes
place at the end of the workday as a kind of warm up to dinner.

We present you our 3 different APERITIVO KIT  where you can find what you need to
make 3 of the most famous drinks: 

- Spritz, Negroni and Martini.

SWEET SELECTION
We are glad to introduce you our new Sweet Section. Here you will find the delightful products

of Biscottificio Mattei. 

"...In 1858 Antonio Mattei opened his business in Prato to produce and sale the typically local

Almond Biscuits now commonly known as "Cantucci" and also other Tuscan baked goods..."
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Cantucci - Chocolate Biscuits

Since 1858  Cantucci  have been prepared

with flour, sugar, ground breeding eggs,

almonds and pine nuts, they do not contain

preservatives, animal fats or vegetable fats.

Cantucci - Classic Almond

Perfect mix with a glass of the sweet and

typical Vin Santo, in addition to a soft Grappa

or as a small snack, with coffee or

cappuccino.

Discover more about the history of our products on our Blog.

Discover the SWEET SELECTION
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OILALA'

Oilala' oil derives from the selection of the

best olives in South of Italy,  presented in a

unique packaging, it is a mixture of elegance

and superior quality.

Do you prefer an intense and strong flavour

or something milder and sweet?

To meet the tastes and the specific

expectations of the consumers, they realized

two different types. The one extracted from

the Peranzana  rich in fruitness, fresh, and

sensitive and  perfect for delicate dishes like

baked fish and white meat.

The  Coratina  is more bitter and spicy, with

a  strong flavor  and  robust character  with

accentuated tones of spiciness, suitable for

flavouring complex preparations.

DISCOVER THE RECIPE ON OUR BLOG!

Ingredients

400g Spaghetti Pastificio Mancini

200g Guanciale - Cured Pork cheek

3 Eggs and 2 Yolks 100g Pecorino Romano

CARBONARA AT FIRST SIGHT

https://www.antoniomattei.com/?&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=name_april_newsletter&utm_term=2020-04-01
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A bunch of pepper

FOLLOW THE RECIPE

GREEN SELECTION

DEAL ALERT! 
10% OFF a range of fresh veggies for you!
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Spaghetti 500 g
Pastificio Mancini

$ 34,50 43,00

Shop now

Guanciale - Cured
Pork cheek

$ 54,00 60,00

Shop now

Extra Virgin Olive Oil
variety Coratina

Organic

136,00 160,00

Shop now

Take a closer look

OUR DEALS OF THE MONTH

A Gift For You
If you reach HKD 1,000 of expense you have the possibility to gather for
free an high quality and sophisticated set from Tablo.

DISCOVER THE PROMOTION
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ROBY MARTON GIN
PRIMO

$ 693,00

OSCAR 697
VERMOUTH: white,

red and dry

$ 200,00

SABATINI GIN

$ 500,00

Shop now

Let the party be-GIN!
Are you thinking about what you and your friends can drink? We are pleased to

introduce you some new drinks perfect to prepare your own cocktails.

https://simplyfresh.com.hk/collections/liquor/products/sabatini-gin?&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=name_april_newsletter&utm_term=2020-04-01
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Shop now Shop now

PRODUCTS

Shop Pure Bamboo Toilet Paper 100% forest

friendly

Why bamboo toilet paper? Bamboo is the

plant with the fastest regrow in the world, up

to one meter per day, so we could reduce

deforestation by using this sustainable

resource.

March 23rd

Appetizer is calling, Bruschetta
is coming!

March 17th

Put a little south in your mouth

"...Did you know that Italy, besides

OUR GREEN ADVICE OF THE MONTH

Blog - Le Petit Kitchen
Do you want to stay updated discovering our products and knowing their history? Visit our

Blog! Many articles and insights are waiting you weekly!
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"...What can we prepare with some

bread, a drop of delightful oil, a bunch

of tomatoes, a pinch of oregano and

some garlic? We suggest you, a tasty

and light dish, suitable as an appetizer

or for a light dinner, the famous

Bruschetta..."

being the home of many types of food

and wines, it is also the land of olive

oil, counting 538 types, variegated

from North to South, which represent

the 40% of all those known globally...."

February 13rd

"...Bruschetta is the most popular Italian

appetizer, famous for its simplicity and

its magical and blending flavor..."

February 19th

"...The perfect mixture of Oilala'suits any

specific expectations. From the fruity

taste of Peranzana to the spicy

Coratina..."

BLOG

#simplyfresh_hk

Follow us on Instagram!

https://www.instagram.com/p/B-Ep8NqjJ58/?&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=name_april_newsletter&utm_term=2020-04-01
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Place your order now!Why Simply Fresh?

ALWAYS FRESH
Daily arrivals by air to guarantee freshness.

FAST DELIVERY
Placing the order from Sunday to Friday

before 2:00pm, your food will arrive the day

https://simplyfresh.com.hk/collections/food?&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=name_april_newsletter&utm_term=2020-04-01
https://www.tablo.hk/?&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=name_april_newsletter&utm_term=2020-04-01


after.

TASTY AND FANCY
You can find all the true taste that inspired

tradition and innovation in the kitchen.

HEALTHY
Many products behind the famous

"Mediterranean Diet".

WE ARE ON LINKEDIN!
Follow us on: Simply Fresh Hong Kong

Simply Fresh Hong Kong

You received this email because you signed up on our website or
made a purchase from us.

Unsubscribe
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We deliver the best fresh and grocery food, for a better mood. Fastly, efficiently and
environmentally friendly.
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